It's a great time to be in libraries.

Thanks so much for having me here. Many promises appear to have been made about this talk: "eye watering" I'm not sure what I can do about that or exactly what it means, Inspirational... how about more like "infectious" which is more my speed, and oxford commas which you'll have to trust me I am using in my notes. I had nothing to do with the cake, except being a fan of it.

Thanks for having me, for those who don't know me I'm a library technologist and a bit of a civil liberties activist, I live in Vermont, I've had a library blog since the nineties and I wrote a book about the digital divide. Thanks to a combination of good humor, charm and speedy typing I am the most famous librarian on the internet ... maybe. I mostly work at the Internet Archive’s Open library project. More on that a little later.

Thanks, library of congress, for this image.
Why the public library is different from anything else (and maybe better)

I often give serious-ish talks about the importance of fair use or rural technology instruction and so this is going to be a little ... looser and talk about some of the general high points in the past few years of library progress. I call it "Why the public library is different from anything else (and maybe better)"
McDonald's?

According to me, it's always a good time to be in "the business of" libraries. When other people say this they often trot out statistics like "Hey more libraries in the US than McDonalds" 16,766 libraries (in the US). Seems like sort of a low bar “We’re easier to find than junk food!” but I can be snotty about this, I live in the only state in the country with a capital city with no McDonald’s.
FedEx?

Then there's "more circulation than FedEx"

[fun fact, when I was trying to recall this tidbit from my shoddy memory I asked some people online because I was frustrated that searching google for UPS wound up finding the plural of the word "Up" and then made searching impossible... turns out the reason I couldn't find it was because it was Fedex all along....."]
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"loaning more movies than Netflix"

This sounded like a big deal when the stat came out a few years back, but nowadays even in my sleepy rural town (Randolph Vermont) people are streaming, or trying to.

An HD Netflix movie is about 3-4 GB of bandwidth which is about half your monthly allotment if you have satellite internet. You better really want to watch that movie....
Why the public library is different from anything else (and maybe better)
a list!

So here’s a short list of things that *I* think are great about where libraries are at right now, and not just “Oh we sort of “compete” with businesses” which, as you know, is not actually what we’re trying to do anyhow. So, good that we’re doing good at it, I guess, but that’s not what’s so great. That’s not what’s better.

So here’s a short list. If I’ve learned anything from the popular internet it’s that people love lists.
One. The Library Bill of Rights!

Adopted by the American Library Association Council on June 19 1939. 75 years this week! I know this because I do a "this day in history" tweet for Open Library and I am always looking for library-ish things to promote.

Key values: access, advocacy, openness, freedom, inquiry.

More to the point, this document which has been the profession’s guiding document all this time says that libraries are for everyone (including children, non-citizens, weirdos &c) about everything, proactively inclusive, affirming of free access to ideas, materials, and the public spaces they offer. This version is a somewhat fustily worded variant of the more plain-speaking version now available. It's a living document. So great.
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Two: Google!

Well really more like LAWSUITS. The last few years have seen a number of fair use lawsuits winding their way through the courts and arriving at nice library&sharing affirming verdicts. These include the Georgia State case (on e-reserves), the Hathi Trust decision (allowing scanning and indexing), Kirtsaeng v. Wiley (reaffirming right of first sale), YouTube vs Viacom (fair use and youtube not having to be copyright police, more than they already are), and the Google Books decision.

All of this paves the way for smaller libraries with teenier collections to be a little bolder about being able to share them without worrying about being sued by random people or corporations. This wasn’t true about the library environment of even five years ago.
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3. Rights and metadata. Sort of connected to lawsuits...

While google can do totally annoying things like this... it also was a fairly early adopter of allowing us to search for things that we could not just look at, but also USE. Other big organizations are using their big organization super powers to be more practice about the shareability of their stuff including MOMA and the British Museum. You know, not the usual hippies.

Do you guys know about Creative Commons?

The DPLA just received a major grant to look into creating another licensing scheme for things that have no *known* copyright owner. This may be because they’re old and their status is unknown or they’re within copyright window but maybe the publisher has gone out of business or the rights owner has died or can’t be found. These things are often called “orphan works”
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4. Library everywhere.

I have some bones to pick with the Little Free Library thing (they’re NOT libraries, libraries are bookshelves + people!) they have definitely gotten people jazzed about not just being content consumers, but being content creators AND distributors. So they’re not just reading, they’re writing.... and sharing ... and helping other people read and write and share and discover. They’re very popular and they get a lot of press, mostly good.

I went to go get some photos of cool little free libraries and, in a weird case of government imitating art... found this livre-service in Montreal. Basically newspaper boxes where you can take a book and leave a book. I am curious to see how this goes and whether it fills up with romances and spiders, but it’s a neat idea, done by a government to complement the services libraries are already providing.
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5. Special collections

All of this egghead stuff is well and good but more to the point, we're reaching more people than ever before and getting in places where we haven't been before whether it's little libraries (Ethiopia) or giant ones (Mexico City) or at my library (pictured) or yours (here) we can all be different but still are recognizable as the same thing, and it's not just because of the books.
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Seed libraries all over the place, ukulele lending libraries (in Portland Maine) and this one Human Library in the Santa Monica CA public library where you can “check out a human” (in this case people get to spend some time with a police detective)
My favorite thing about libraries, at any time, is how you’re allowed to take their good ideas and run with them in your own library. So somerville public has an awesome box. And I took a photo of it and my local librarian friend Virgil liked it and now Chelsea Vermont (population 1250) has one too.

So people tell you a lot of things when you’re trying to figure out what you want to do. Follow your dreams, do what you can’t not do and, most importantly...

Gandhi is quoted a lot as saying "Be the change you want to see in the world", but it's a bit of a paraphrase of his longer statement.

"We but mirror the world. All the tendencies present in the outer world are to be found in the world of our body. If we could change ourselves, the tendencies in the world would also change. As a man changes his own nature, so does the attitude of the world change towards him.... We need not wait to see what others do."
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